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Abstract: We prove Re´nyi entropic inequalities in a holographic setup based on the
recent proposal for the holographic formula of Re´nyi entropies when the bulk is stable
against any perturbation. Regarding the Re´nyi parameter as an inverse temperature, we
reformulate the entropies in analogy with statistical mechanics, which provides us a concise
interpretation of the inequalities as the positivities of entropy, energy and heat capacity.
This analogy also makes clear a thermodynamic structure in deriving the holographic
formula. As a by-product of the proof we obtain a holographic formula to calculate the
quantum fluctuation of the modular Hamiltonian. A few examples of the capacity of
entanglement are examined in detail.
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1 Introduction
A key concept in modern quantum gravity theory is holography that opened the door to
the non-perturbative definition as the dual quantum theory in one lower dimensions. A
considerable number of dictionaries have been composed to translate physical quantities in
one theory to the other. The holographic duality remains as mysterious as quantum grav-
ity, though, especially on how the bulk spacetime information is encoded in the boundary
quantum field theory. There have been a huge amount of attempts to probe the bulk
structure via holography, of which one of the most important breakthroughs is the holo-
graphic formula of entanglement entropy [1] associating a unit area per four times the
Planck length of a codimension-two bulk surface with one bit of information for a given
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region in the boundary field theory. In fact, the formula is a realization of the original
idea of the holographic principle [2, 3] that states in quantum gravity theory, the degrees
of freedom live not in volumes but in areas. Overviews on the recent developments of the
holographic entanglement entropy are available in reviews e.g. [4, 5].
In quantum theories, entanglement entropy SA of a state subspace HA is defined as
the von Neumann entropy SvN[ρ] ≡ −Tr[ρ log ρ] of the reduced matrix ρA = TrA¯[ρtotal] as1
SA ≡ −Tr[ρA log ρA] . (1.1)
It measures how much quantum information of the degrees of freedom in HA is entangled
with the outer degrees of freedom, namely, how much quantum information will be lost for
the subspace HA if the outer subspace is ignored. In quantum field theories, entanglement
entropy is defined for a space region A on a time slice, assuming that we can construct
a state space HA representing degrees of freedom on the region A by some appropriate
procedures. The total state is often taken as the vacuum ρtotal = |0〉 〈0| for simplicity.
Entanglement entropy has many mathematical properties, among which the most im-
portant one is an inequality called the strong sub-additivity [6]
SAC + SBC ≥ SC + SABC , (1.2)
showing a kind of concavity of the entropy. The sub-additivity
SA + SB ≥ SAB (1.3)
follows by taking C as ∅. As a field application, the strong sub-additivity is utilized for
constructing c-functions, monotonically decreasing functions along RG flows, such as the
entropic c-function in two dimensions [7] and the F -function in three dimensions [8].
One of the novel aspects of the holographic entanglement entropy formula is the sim-
plicity of proving the strong sub-additivity (1.2) [9–11]. The proof only relies on the
geometric properties of a codimension-two surface in the bulk, and suggests a profound
way of the emergence of the bulk spacetime as it translates a quantum mechanical con-
straint to a purely geometric one. More extensive studies of the inequalities satisfied by
the holographic formula were carried out in [12, 13] to classify the characteristics of the
geometry which has a field theory dual.
Recently, the holographic formula was proposed [14] for the entanglement Re´nyi en-
tropy Sn[ρ] which is a one-parameter generalization of the von Neumann entropy defined
with a non-negative real number n as
Sn[ρ] ≡ − 1
n− 1 log Tr[ρ
n] . (1.4)
It reduces to the von Neumann entropy when n = 1, S1[ρ] = SvN[ρ]. The derivation of the
holographic formula by [14] is based on so-called the Lewkowycz-Maldacena prescription
1 Throughout this paper, we always normalize a density matrix as Tr[ρ] = 1.
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[15] employed to derive the holographic entanglement entropy where the replica Zn sym-
metry is assumed in the bulk geometry.2 We will review the derivation in section 3 so as
to fix our notations and for later use.
Then it is natural to think about how mathematical properties of the Re´nyi entropy are
transcribed to the bulk side in a geometric language. It is known that the Re´nyi entropy is
not strongly sub-additive, but it satisfies inequalities involving the derivative with respect
to n [19, 20]3
∂nSn ≤ 0 , (1.5)
∂n
(
n− 1
n
Sn
)
≥ 0 , (1.6)
∂n ((n− 1)Sn) ≥ 0 , (1.7)
∂2n ((n− 1)Sn) ≤ 0 . (1.8)
These inequalities are originally proved for the classical Re´nyi entropy Sn[pi] ≡ − 1n−1
∑
i p
n
i
of a probability distribution pi, but are still true for the quantum Re´nyi entropy (1.4). The
proof for a quantum case immediately follows by diagonalizing the density matrix ρ as
UρU † = diag(p1, p2, . . . ) with a unitary matrix U . The first inequality (1.5) implies the
positivity of the Re´nyi entropy Sn ≥ 0 as S∞ = mini(− log pi) ≥ 0.
The aim of this paper is to prove these inequalities by the holographic formula of
the Re´nyi entropy. Before proceeding to the proof, we rewrite the inequalities in more
concise forms that manifest their meanings as the positivities of energy, entropy and heat
capacity in analogy to statistical mechanics. It also clarifies that not all of (1.5)-(1.8) are
independent, but the two inequalities (1.6) and (1.8) are essential. (1.6) turns out to be
simple to prove as it stands for the positivity of the area of a codimension-two surface in
the bulk, while the proof of (1.8) is more intricate. In view of statistical mechanics, (1.8)
implies the positivity of the heat capacity and encodes the unitarity of quantum mechanical
system. Our proof of (1.8) in the bulk is differential geometric in its nature and turns out
to relate it to the stability of the spacetime on which the holographic formula is supposed to
be applied. Therefore, our proof serves as a nontrivial consistency check for the holographic
formula, and moreover reveals a direct connection between the unitarity and the stability
in the boundary and bulk theories, respectively. In due course of the proof, we also obtain
a holographic formula for calculating the quantum fluctuation of the modular Hamiltonian.
Our proof is heavily based on the stability of the bulk geometry. We admit that
the bulk stability is a nontrivial assumption whose justification is even challenging. For
instance, Euclidean gravity actions are known to be indefinite against metric perturbations
[21, 22]. We are not aware of any compelling argument to support the assumption, but in
view of holographic duality we believe that stable quantum states should have stable bulk
duals. We will not touch on this subject anymore in this paper until section 6.
2Earlier works on the holographic Re´nyi entropies include [16–18].
3The finite version of these inequalities, such as Sn ≥ Sm and
n−1
n
Sn ≥
m−1
m
Sm for n ≤ m, are true,
even if the n derivatives are ill-defined because of some discontinuity.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we reformulate the Re´nyi
entropy and its inequalities in a way analogous to statistical mechanics and introduce a
notion of the heat capacity of entanglement. The holographic formula of the Re´nyi entropy
is reviewed in section 3 with emphasis on the analogy to statistical mechanics. In section 4,
we prove the Re´nyi entropic inequalities from the holographic point of view. The capacity
of entanglement is exemplified in various systems in section 5. Finally section 6 is devoted
to discussions on our results and future directions. Appendix A deals with an alternative
method of computing the capacity of entanglement in the holographic setup and discusses
a delicate issue arising from boundary terms. A possible counterpart of the strong sub-
additivity for the Re´nyi entropy is elaborated in appendix B.
2 Analogy to statistical mechanics
The Re´nyi entropy can be recasted as a thermal entropy when the region A is a ball in
CFTd as the replica manifold Mn is conformally equivalent to a thermal hyperbolic space
S
1×Hd−1 with an inverse temperature β = 2πn [18, 23]. In that situation, the inequalities
(1.6) and (1.8) reduce to the non-negativity of the thermal entropy and the heat capacity,
and the others immediately follow from these two. A formal similarity between the Re´nyi
entropy and a thermal entropy is also pointed out in [14].
In this section, inspired by these observations, we will formulate the complete analogy
between the Re´nyi entropy and statistical mechanics valid for any quantum system. More-
over, the following discussions apply not only to reduced density matrices ρA = TrA¯[ρtot],
but also to a general density matrix ρ.
2.1 Partition function Z and the escort density matrix ρn
In the calculation of the Re´nyi entropy Sn = − 1n−1 log Tr[ρn] (1.4), we can regard the trace
Z(n) ≡ Tr[ρn] as a thermal partition function
Z(β) = Tr[e−βH ] , (2.1)
with4 the inverse temperature β and the Hamiltonian H
β = n , (2.4)
H = − log ρ . (2.5)
The latter is called the entanglement Hamiltonian or modular Hamiltonian. Its eigenvalues
ǫi are called the entanglement spectrum, and are non-negative ǫi ≥ 0 as the eigenvalues
4 If you feel uneasy about the mismatch of their physical dimensions, you may define them instead as
βE0 = n , (2.2)
H/E0 = − log ρ , (2.3)
with any constant E0 of the dimension of energy. In the following discussions we take a unit E0 = 1.
Another choice E0 = 1/2π is also common in literatures.
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pi = e
−ǫi of ρ satisfies 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. In calculating the partition function Z, we can regard
the state as a density matrix given by the normalized n-th power of ρ
ρn ≡ ρ
n
Tr[ρn]
. (2.6)
In the area of chaotic systems, the probability distribution of the classical version P
(n)
i ≡
pni /
∑
i p
n
i is called the escort distribution [20], and we will accordingly call ρn the escort
density matrix.
Let us push forward this analogy to statistical mechanics. The free energy F = F (n)
and the total energy E = E(n) related to the density matrix ρ are defined as
F ≡ − 1
n
log Tr[ρn] , (2.7)
E ≡ − ∂
∂n
log Tr[ρn] = 〈H〉n , (2.8)
where 〈·〉n stands for the expectation values with respect to the escort density matrix ρn,
〈X〉n ≡ Tr[ρnX] =
Tr[ρnX]
Tr[ρn]
. (2.9)
In what follows, we will make use of this notation when available.
2.2 Improved Re´nyi entropy S˜n
What quantity should correspond to the thermal entropy in this analogy to statistical
mechanics? The answer is not the Re´nyi entropy Sn[ρ], but a more involved function:
S˜n[ρ] ≡ n2∂n
(
n− 1
n
Sn
)
, (2.10)
= (1− n∂n) log Tr[ρn] , (2.11)
= ∂1/n
(
1
n
log Tr[ρn]
)
. (2.12)
Let us call this S˜n[ρ] as the improved Re´nyi entropy. In fact, the equation (2.11) or (2.12)
leads to the formulae of the entropy together with (2.7) and (2.8),
S˜ = n(E − F ) ,
= −∂F
∂T
,
(2.13)
where T ≡ 1/n and we omit the subscript of S˜n to stress the correspondence to statistical
mechanics. One can also show that the improved Re´nyi entropy is nothing but the von
Neumann entropy of the escort density matrix ρn, that is,
S˜n[ρ] = SvN[ρ
n/Tr[ρn]] . (2.14)
The improved Re´nyi entropy S˜n is another generalization of the von Neumann entropy SvN
as it also reduces to the entanglement entropy S˜1[ρ] = SvN[ρ] in the limit n→ 1.
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An equivalent relation to (2.10)
(n− 1)2∂nSn = S˜n − E , (2.15)
yields a useful formula for calculating ∂nSn in terms of F
∂nSn = T
2F (1) − F (T )− (1− T )∂TF
(1− T )2 , (2.16)
where we used the relations E = F + T S˜, S˜ = −∂TF and F (1) = 0.
2.3 Capacity of entanglement C(n)
Now that we have defined thermodynamic state functions consisting of the first derivative
of the free energy such as the total energy E = ∂n(nF ) and the thermal entropy S˜ = −∂TF ,
we proceed to implement the heat capacity C = C(n) including the second derivative,
C ≡ ∂E
∂T
= T
∂S˜
∂T
= −T ∂
2F
∂T 2
. (2.17)
It was originally introduced to characterize topologically ordered states by [24] and named
capacity of entanglement. The capacity of entanglement has not attracted much attention
so far despite its importance and simplicity as we will see below.
One can show the non-negativity C ≥ 0 as in the same way as statistical mechanics,
C(n) = n2
∂2
∂n2
logZ(n) = n2(〈H2〉n − 〈H〉2n) ,
= n2 〈(H − 〈H〉n)2〉n .
(2.18)
It follows that the capacity measures the quantum fluctuation of the modular Hamiltonian
H = − log ρ, and in particular C(1) = 〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2 gives the quantum fluctuation with
respect to the original state ρ.
2.4 Re´nyi entropic inequalities from the viewpoint of the analogy
Having established the analogy to statistical mechanics, we rewrite the Re´nyi entropic
inequalities in the thermodynamic representation. The second (1.6), third (1.7) and forth
(1.8) inequalities turn out to be the non-negativity of the improved Re´nyi entropy S˜ (2.10),
the total energy E (2.8) and the entanglement heat capacity C, respectively
S˜ ≥ 0 , (2.19)
E ≥ 0 , (2.20)
C ≥ 0 . (2.21)
The non-negativity of S˜ and E = 〈H〉n immediately follows from the relations S˜n[ρ] =
〈− log ρn〉n = SvN[ρn] and the definition H = − log ρ of the modular hamiltonian. The
last inequality C ≥ 0 has already been proved by (2.18). Note that the condition C ≥ 0 is
equivalent to
∂nS˜n ≤ 0 , (2.22)
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because of C = T∂T S˜ = −n∂nS˜.
The first inequality ∂nSn ≤ 0 (1.5) can be derived from the forth inequality (1.8) as
shown in [18]. Indeed, the forth inequality C = −T∂2TF ≥ 0 is equivalent to the concavity
of the free energy F , and (2.16) is clearly non-positive as f(x) ≤ f(a)+(x−a)f ′(a) for any
concave function f(x). An alternative way to show this inequality uses the non-negativity
of the relative entropy S[ρ|σ] ≡ Tr[ρ(log ρ− log σ)] ≥ 0 for (2.15)
(n− 1)2∂nSn = S˜n − E ,
= −〈log ρn − log ρ〉n ,
= −S[ρn|ρ] ≤ 0 .
(2.23)
3 Holographic formula of the Re´nyi entropy
We review the holographic formula for the Re´nyi entropy and its derivation proposed
by [14], with some clarifications on the thermodynamic interpretation developed in the
previous section. It resembles to the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, but is more intricate as the
entropy is given by the area of a cosmic brane with a tension depending on the parameter
n, which is extremized in the backreacted geometry. The derivation of the formula still
proceeds along with the Lewkowycz-Maldacena prescription [15].
3.1 The area prescription
The holographic formula for the Re´nyi entropy [14] states that the improved Re´nyi entropy
S˜n of a region A in QFTd is given by the area A of a codimension-two surface C(n)A in an
asymptotically AdSd+1 space as
S˜n =
A
4GN
∣∣∣∣
δI=0, ∂C
(n)
A =∂A
, (3.1)
where the surface C
(n)
A is anchored on ∂A on the asymptotic boundary of the bulk space-
time. Unlike the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, the surface C
(n)
A is to be fixed by minimizing an
n-dependent Euclidean action I = Ibulk + Ibrane. Here Ibulk is the original bulk action in
the dual gravity theory consisting of the Einstein-Hilbert action, the cosmological constant
term and matter terms
Ibulk[Gµν(X), ψ(X)] = IEH[Gµν(X)] + IΛ[Gµν(X)] + Imatters[Gµν(X), ψ(X)] , (3.2)
where Gµν(X) the bulk metric, ψ(X) matter fields, and X
µ (µ = 0, . . . , d) is the bulk
coordinate. If we extremize the codimension-two surface with this bulk action, we end
up with the Ryu-Takayanagi surface for the holographic entanglement entropy. A new
ingredient of the prescription for the Re´nyi entropy is a cosmic brane action Ibrane of C
(n)
A ,
Ibrane[Gµν(X),X
µ(y)] = TnA[Gµν(X),Xµ(y)] , (3.3)
which is just the product of a brane tension Tn given by
Tn =
1
4GN
n− 1
n
, (3.4)
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and the area of the surface C
(n)
A
A =
∫
C
(n)
A
dd−1y
√
g(y) . (3.5)
Here Xµ(y) specify the embedding of the surface into the bulk, yi (i = 1, . . . , d − 1) the
embedding coordinate, and gij(y) the induced metric on Cn,
gij(y) = Gµν(X(y))
∂Xµ
∂yi
∂Xν
∂yj
. (3.6)
The main difference from the Ryu-Takayanagi formula arises from the back-reaction
of the codimension-two surface to the bulk metric Gµν . Namely we extremize the action
including the cosmic brane:
0 =
δI
δGµν(X)
=
δIbulk
δGµν(X)
+ Tn
δA
δGµν(X)
, (3.7)
where the first term is the original bulk equation of motion, and the second term is es-
sentially the energy-momentum tensor of the cosmic brane C
(n)
A . Note that C
(n)
A is still a
minimal surface as the equation of motion for the embedding Xµ(y) shows:
δI
δXµ(y)
= Tn
δA
δXµ(y)
= 0 . (3.8)
This equation should be evaluated on the backreacted bulk metric Gµν . When there are
matter fields ψ, we also have to solve
δI
δψ
=
δImatters
δψ
= 0 , (3.9)
in the backreacted background Gµν . The Ryu-Takayanagi formula
SA = min
∂CA=∂A
A[CA]
4GN
, (3.10)
is recovered from (3.1) in the limit n→ 1 where the brane tension Tn vanishes and we can
neglect the backreaction of the brane.
3.2 Derivation revisited from the viewpoint of the analogy
To derive the holographic formula (3.1), we employ the replica trick relating the trace of
the density ρ to the Euclidean partition function Z [25],
log Tr[ρn] = logZ[Mn]− n logZ[M1] , (3.11)
where Mn is the n-fold cover branched over the region A. In the classical gravity regime,
there exists a regular solution Bn of the Einstein equation holographically dual to the field
theory on the replica manifold Mn such that ∂Bn = Mn. The partition function Z is
equated to the on-shell bulk action on Bn:
Z[Mn] = Zbulk ∼ e−Ibulk[Bn] . (3.12)
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n has been supposed to be an integer up to now, but we analytically continue it to an
arbitrary real number. Such an analytic continuation can be performed in the bulk side by
defining the “bulk per replica” manifold
Bˆn = Bn/Zn, (3.13)
under the assumption that the replica symmetry Zn extends to the on-shell bulk solution
Bn [15].
5 This quotient geometry Bˆn has a conical singularity at a codimension-two fixed
locus C
(n)
A of the Zn symmetry with a deficit angle
∆φ = 2π(1 − 1/n) . (3.14)
The fixed locus C
(n)
A extends to the AdS boundary and touches on the entangling surface
∂A which is also fixed locus of the replica symmetry.
Next, let us define “bulk action per replica” I for the quotient Bˆn, just by dividing the
bulk on-shell action Ibulk[Bn] by n,
I ≡ Ibulk[Bn]/n . (3.15)
This action I differs from Ibulk[Bˆn] of the quotient bulk Bˆn, and has an additional contri-
bution from the singularity at C
(n)
A .
6 Bearing in mind that Bˆn is locally the same as the
original bulk Bn away from the conical singularity C
(n)
A , the Ricci scalar R(X) of Bˆn takes
the following form [27]
√
G(X)R(X)|Bˆn =
√
G(X)R(X)|Bn + 2∆φ
∫
C
(n)
A
dd−1y
√
g δd+1(X −X(y)) . (3.16)
Thus in the Einstein gravity IEH = − 116πGN
∫
dd+1X
√
G(X)R(X),
Ibulk[Bˆn] = Ibulk[Bn]/n − ∆φ
8πGN
∫
C
(n)
A
dd−1y
√
g ,
= I − 1− 1/n
4GN
A ,
(3.17)
which means that the action I includes the area term
I = Ibulk[Bˆn] + TnA , (3.18)
with the correct brane tension (3.4)
Tn =
∆φ
8πGN
=
1− 1/n
4GN
, (3.19)
and the area A (3.5) as desired.
5 See [26] for the discussion on the replica symmetry Zn breaking.
6 Here our notation of Ibulk[Bˆn] is different from that in other literatures such as [14]. Our Ibulk[Bˆn]
includes the contribution from the conical singularity C
(n)
A , while their Ibulk[Bˆn] means Ibulk[Bˆn\C
(n)
A ] =
Ibulk[Bn]/n = I without the contribution from C
(n)
A .
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A point of caution is that not Ibulk[Bˆn] itself, but the combination I = Ibulk[Bˆn]+TnA
is on-shell with respect to the bulk fields Gµν(X) and ψ(X). This is clear from the relation
(3.15) and Bn being the regular solution for the action Ibulk[Bn].
The replica symmetry would constrain the embeddingXµ(y) to be the minimal surface
δA/δXµ(y) = 0.7 We promote the embedding Xµ(y) to a dynamical variable and minimize
the action I with respect to Xµ(y) in order to analytically continue n to a real number.
Combining the replica trick (3.11) and the holographic relation (3.12) together with
the definition of the action I (3.15), we have the expression
log Tr[ρn] = −(Ibulk[Bn]− n Ibulk[B1]) ,
= −n(I − I|n=1) ,
(3.20)
from which the free energy F (T ) follows as the difference of the actions between n and
n = 1
F = − 1
n
log Tr[ρn] = I − I|n=1 . (3.21)
The second term −I|n=1 ensures the normalization F (1) = − log Tr[ρ] = 0. The free energy
results from the minimization with respect to the fields φ = {Gµν(X), ψ(X),Xµ(y)}
F (T ) = min
φ
(I[φ])− I|n=1 , (3.22)
as the action I is on-shell. Here we introduce a temperature T = 1/n and rewrite the
action as
I = Ibulk[Bˆn] + (1− T ) A
4GN
. (3.23)
This succinct form is convenient to derive the entropy S˜n
S˜n = −∂F
∂T
= −δI[φ]
δφ
δφ
δT
+
A
4GN
, (3.24)
where the first and second terms come from the variation of the fields φ and the tension
Tn = (1−T )/4GN , respectively. Imposing the equations of motion, the first term vanishes
δI/δφ = 0, and we reach the holographic Re´nyi entropy formula (3.1)
S˜n =
A
4GN
. (3.25)
The derivation explains why one has to take into account the backreaction of the cosmic
brane to the geometry while extremizing the area.
7 We could justify this statement somewhat by a following rough argument. Consider how the area A
would change in the leading order of a perturbation ǫµ(y) of the embedding Xµ(y), in the bulk Bˆn. In
the original bulk Bn, where n copies of Bˆn are glued at the surface, let us call the vector ǫ
µ(y) toward
the i-th copy of Bˆn as ǫ
µ
i (y). Since the original surface X
µ(y) is invariant under the replica Zn symmetry
shifting ǫµi (y) to ǫ
µ
i+1(y), the variation of the area
δA
δXµ
ǫµi does not depend on the label i and in fact
δA
δXµ
ǫµi =
δA
δXµ
ǫµ. On the other hand, the sum of these vectors vanishes
∑n
i=1 ǫ
µ
i = 0 because of the
symmetry. Then 0 = δA
δXµ
∑n
i=1 ǫ
µ
i = n
δA
δXµ
ǫµ means that the area is minimal δA
δXµ
= 0 .
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Finally we derive the total energy E by the Legendre transformation
E = F + T S˜n ,
= Ibulk[Bˆn]− Ibulk[B1] + A
4GN
.
(3.26)
This derivation is exactly the same as the one in thermodynamics; δE − TδS vanishes
because of the minimization in the Legendre transformation F (T ) ≡ minS(E(S) − TS),
yielding δF = δ(E−TS) = (δE−TδS)−SδT = −SδT . In our derivation of the holographic
formula, the minimization of the free energy leads to a first-law like relation 0 = δφI =
δφE − TδφS˜. The only difference is the meaning of the variation; δφ is taken with respect
to fields φ in our case.
4 Proof of the Re´nyi entropic inequalities
Having established the necessary tools in the preceding sections, we want to examine under
what condition the holographic formula (3.1) satisfies the inequalities (1.5)-(1.8) of the
Re´nyi entropy. Instead of dealing with the original ones, we prove the concise inequalities
(2.19)-(2.21) whose physical meaning is more transparent. They imply the stability of the
system in the thermodynamic language, which is translated to the stability of the gravity
theory as we will see soon.
4.1 A holographic proof
Some of the Re´nyi entropic inequalities follow straightforwardly from the holographic for-
mula S˜n = A/4GN (3.1). The second inequality S˜ ≥ 0 (2.19) is trivial as the area A is
always non-negative. The non-negativity of the Re´nyi entropy Sn =
n
n−1F ≥ 0, which is
equivalent to F < 0 for n < 1 and F > 0 for n > 1, also follows from ∂nF = S˜n/n
2 ≥ 0 and
F (1) = 0. The first inequality (1.5) descents from the forth inequality (2.21) as mentioned
in section 2.
Let us move on to the proof of the forth inequality (2.21)
C = −n∂S˜n
∂n
= − n
4GN
δA
δn
≥ 0 . (4.1)
As the parameter n varies slightly by δn, the brane area A changes slightly by
δA[G,X]
δn
=
∫
dd+1X
δA
δGµν(X)
δGµν(X)
δn
+
∫
dd−1y
δA
δXµ(y)
δXµ(y)
δn
,
=
∫
dd+1X
δA
δGµν(X)
δGµν(X)
δn
,
(4.2)
where we used the minimality condition δA/δXµ = 0 for the embedding in the second
equality. Plugging this result into (4.1), we have
C = − n
4GN
∫
dd+1X
δA
δGµν(X)
δGµν(X)
δn
. (4.3)
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The derivatives δA/δGµν and δGµν(X)/δn are not independent due to the equation of
motion of the bulk metric Gµν . The variation with respect to n gives
δIbulk
δGµν(X)
[G+ δG,ψ + δψ] + (Tn + δTn)
δA
δGµν(X)
[G+ δG,X + δX] = 0 (4.4)
or
δI
δGµν(X)
[G+ δG,X + δX,ψ + δψ] +
δn
4GNn2
δA
δGµν(X)
[G,ψ,X] = 0 , (4.5)
where we used δTn = δn/(4GNn
2). In the leading order of δn, the difference from the
original equation motion is
∫
dd+1X ′
[
δ2I
δGµν(X)δGαβ(X ′)
δGαβ(X
′) +
δ2I
δGµν(X)δψ(X ′)
δψ(X ′)
]
+
∫
dd−1y
δ2I
δGµν(X)δXα(y)
δXα(y) +
δn
4GNn2
δA
δGµν
= 0 . (4.6)
This gives the following relation
δA
δGµν(X)
= −4GNn2
∫
dd+1X ′
δ2I
δGµν(X)δGαβ(X ′)
δGαβ(X
′)
δn
, (4.7)
where we used the equations of motion δI/δψ = 0 and δI/δXµ = 0. Plugging this δA/δG
into (4.3), finally we obtain a symmetric formula for the capacity of entanglement8
C = n3
∫
dd+1Xdd+1X ′
δGµν(X)
δn
δ2I
δGµν(X)δGαβ(X ′)
δGαβ(X
′)
δn
. (4.9)
To prove the non-negativity of C, it is sufficient to show that the Hessian matrix δ
2I
δGµν (X)δGαβ (X′)
is non-negative definite on the on-shell bulk Gµν . This condition means that the bulk ge-
ometry is stable against any perturbation, which is the main assumption in this paper as
mentioned in Introduction. We will have a few comments on this assumption in section 6.
This proof also provides a holographic formula for calculating the capacity of entan-
glement C. Especially, the quantum fluctuation of the modular Hamiltonian with respect
to the original state is given by
C(1) = 〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2 ,
=
∫
dd+1Xdd+1X ′
δGµν(X)
δn
δ2I
δGµν(X)δGαβ(X ′)
δGαβ(X
′)
δn
∣∣∣∣∣
n=1
.
(4.10)
8 If we extend the domain of the integral from Bˆn to Bn and use the action Ibulk[Bn] = nI , then the
coefficient n3 can be absorbed as
C =
∫
Bn
dd+1Xdd+1X ′
δGµν(X)
δn
δ2Ibulk[Bn]
δGµν(X)δGαβ(X ′)
δGαβ(X
′)
δn
. (4.8)
This formula maybe applies to cases when the replica symmetry Zn is spontaneously broken in the on-shell
bulk Bn.
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To prove the third inequality E ≥ 0 (2.20), we employ the expression (3.26) and it
is enough to show Ibulk[Bˆn] ≥ Ibulk[B1] as Bˆn and B1 obey the same boundary condition
∂Bˆn = ∂B1 = M1. It is so since the functional Ibulk is supposed to have a minimum
on the on-shell solution B1, not the off-shell bulk Bˆn, under the assumption that we can
apply Gibbons-Hawking-Perry prescription so that the Euclidean gravity action Ibulk is
non-negative definite. Instead, we can derive the third inequality E ≥ 0 also from the
second one S˜n ≥ 0 and the fourth one C ≥ 0, in the same way as [18]. When n ≥ 1, the
free energy F is non-negative because ∂nF = S˜n/n
2 ≥ 0 and F (1) = 0, and so the energy
E = F + T S˜ is also non-negative. The non-negativity of the capacity dE/dT = C ≥ 0
means that the energy E does not decrease with T = 1/n and is still non-negative even
when n ≤ 1.
4.2 Legendre transformed expression for capacity of entanglement
We derive another expression of the entanglement heat capacity (4.9) using the graviton
propagator, following [28] which calculates holographic entanglement entropies with probe
branes inserted in the bulk.
We rewrite δGµν/δn appearing in (4.3), instead of δA/δGµν . By increasing the pa-
rameter n slightly by δn, the energy-momentum tensor of the brane
T¯µν ≡ δI
δGµν
=
√
G
2
Tµν = Tn
δA
δGµν
, (4.11)
changes slightly as
δT¯µν =
1
4GN
δn
n2
δA
δGµν
. (4.12)
Correspondingly the bulk metric Gµν shifts by
δGµν(X) = 8πGN
∫
dd+1X ′ Gµναβ(X,X ′) 2δT¯αβ(X ′) ,
= −4πδn
n2
∫
dd+1X ′ Gµναβ(X,X ′)
δA
δGαβ(X ′)
.
(4.13)
Here Gµναβ is the Green’s function of the linearized Einstein equation on the fixed back-
ground Gµν . Plugging it into (4.3), we obtain another expression of the entanglement heat
capacity
C =
π
nGN
∫
dd+1Xdd+1X ′
δA
δGµν(X)
Gµναβ(X,X
′)
δA
δGαβ(X ′)
,
=
1
16nG2N
∫
dd+1Xdd+1X ′
δA
δGµν(X)
δ2 logZ[T¯ ]
δT¯µν(X)T¯αβ(X ′)
∣∣∣∣
T¯=0
δA
δGαβ(X ′)
,
(4.14)
where Z[T¯ ] is the partition function with a source T¯µν inserted.
9 In this form, the non-
negativity of C is equivalent to the concavity of − logZ[T¯ ′], which holds for − logZ[T¯ ] is
9 Here we assumed
Gµναβ(X,X
′) =
1
16πGN
δ2 logZ[T¯ ]
δT¯µν(X)δT¯αβ(X ′)
, (4.15)
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a Legendre transformation of the bulk action − logZ[Gµν(X)] ≃ I[Gµν(X)] as
− logZ[T¯ ] = min
Gµν
(
I[Gµν ]−
∫
dd+1XGµν(X)T¯
µν(X)
)
, (4.17)
and in general the Legendre transformation F(J) ≡ minM [F (M) − JM ] interchanges the
convexity and the concavity, F ′′ = −1/F ′′.
The explicit expression
δA
δGµν(X)
= −1
2
∫
dd−1y
√
g gij
∂Xµ
∂yi
∂Xν
∂yj
δd+1(X −X(y)) , (4.18)
allows us to rewrite the formula with integrals on the brane
C =
π
4GNn
∫
dd−1y dd−1y′
√
g(y)
√
g(y′)
∂Xµ
∂yi
∂Xν
∂yi
Gµναβ(X(y),X(y
′))
∂Xα
∂y′j
∂Xβ
∂y′j
. (4.19)
This representation is a consequence of the Legendre transformation between the re-
sponse Gµν and the source T¯
µν . In fact, for a free energy F (Mi) with general responses
Mi such as magnetization or chemical potential, the dual free energy F(J i)
F(J i) = min
Mi
[F (Mi)− J iMi] , (4.20)
with J i the dual sources such as magnetic field or charge, satisfies
δMi
∂2F
∂Mi∂Mj
δMj = δJ
iδMi = −δJ i ∂
2F
∂J i∂J j
δJ j , (4.21)
as δF = J iδMi and δF = −MiδJ i. The Legendre transformation interchanges the convex-
ity and the concavity.
5 Calculations of the capacity of entanglement
Our holographic proof of the inequalities for the Re´nyi entropy highlights a role of the
stability in the bulk as a unitarity of the dual field theory. The discussion was illuminating
for the formal proof, but less concrete so far. In this section, we switch gears and move
onto tangible examples of the capacity of entanglement in various systems.
5.1 Conformal field theory
In two-dimensional CFT with central charge c the Re´nyi entropies for an interval of length
L are well-known [25, 29]
Sn =
c
6
(
1 +
1
n
)
log(L/ǫ) , (5.1)
which could be shown by taking the variation of 〈Gµν(X)〉T¯ = δ logZ[T¯ ]/δT¯µν(X) , as
δ 〈Gµν(X)〉T¯ =
∫
dd+1X ′
δ2 logZ[T¯ ]
δT¯µν(X)δT¯αβ(X ′)
δT¯αβ(X
′) . (4.16)
The normalization is determined by the definition of the graviton propagator (4.13) .
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with the UV cutoff ǫ. It yields the capacity of entanglement straightforwardly
C(n) =
c
3n
log(L/ǫ) . (5.2)
As it shows, the capacity is always positive in accord with the inequality (2.21) as the
length L cannot be smaller than the UV cutoff ǫ.
It is challenging to obtain the capacity C(n) for general n in higher dimensional CFT,
while one can calculate C(n) of a sphere in the limit n → 1. This is because C(1) =
−∂nS˜n|n=1 is identical to the derivative of the Re´nyi entropy C(1) = −2∂nSn|n=1, whose
calculations were already carried out for a sphere in CFT in [30]. In this case, the capacity
becomes
C(1) = Vol(Hd−1)
2πd/2+1(d− 1)Γ(d/2)
Γ(d+ 2)
CT . (5.3)
This is proportional to the coefficient CT of the correlation function of the energy-momentum
tensor [31]
〈Tab(x)Tcd(0)〉 = CT
Iab,cd(x)
x2d
, (5.4)
where Iab,cd(x) is a function given by
Iab,cd(x) =
1
2
(Iac(x)Ibd(x) + Iad(x)Ibc(x))− 1
d
δabδcd ,
Iab(x) = δab − 2xaxb
x2
.
(5.5)
The positivity of C(1) manifests itself in the form (5.3) as the volume of the hyperbolic
space is positively divergent. In practice, it is convenient to introduce the regularized
volume10
Vol(Hd−1) = πd/2−1Γ
(
1− d
2
)
, (5.6)
to read off the so-called universal part of the Re´nyi entropies. This operation corresponds
to adding local counter terms with respect to the background metric to render the partition
function finite. It works well for any d except even integers as the poles structure of the
gamma function shows in (5.6). This signals the Weyl anomaly that cannot be removed
by local counter terms. In even d dimensions, one has to replace the formula (5.6) with
[18, 23]
Vol(Hd−1) =
2(−π)d/2−1
Γ(d/2)
log(R/ǫ) , (d : even) , (5.7)
by introducing the UV cutoff ǫ and the radius R of the hyperbolic space. When applied to
the entropy of an interval of width L in d = 2, the radius of the hyperbolic space R should
be identified with the width L/2 in the regularized volume (5.7) and we are able to recover
the CFT2 result (5.2) upon the relation CT = c/(2π
2).
10To derive (5.6), one can either put a cutoff near the infinity of the hyperbolic space, or use a dimensional
regularization. In the former case, one ignores the power-law divergences for the cutoff to extract the
universal part, while in the latter case one analytically continues the dimension d from the range 1 < d < 2
to an arbitrary value.
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5.2 Free fields
The capacity of entanglement is less tractable to calculate for interacting QFTs as the
modular Hamiltonian is non-local in general. For free field theories, things are much
simpler and one is able to compute the Re´nyi entropies using the partition function on
S
1 × Hd−1 which is conformally equivalent to the replica space of a spherical entangling
surface [23, 32, 33] (see also [34–36]).
Firstly we consider a conformally coupled real massless scalar field. With the help of
the map to S1 ×Hd−1, the partition function on the n-fold replica manifold of a spherical
entangling surface becomes [33]
logZs(n) = −
∫ ∞
0
dλµs(λ)
[
log
(
1− e−2πn
√
λ
)
+ πn
√
λ
]
, (5.8)
where µs(λ) is the Plancherel measure of the scalar field on H
d−1 [37, 38]
µs(λ) =
Vol(Hd−1)
2d−1π
d+1
2 Γ
(
d−1
2
) sinh(π√λ)
∣∣∣∣Γ
(
d
2
− 1 + i
√
λ
)∣∣∣∣
2
. (5.9)
Together with (2.18), it leads to the capacity of entanglement
Cs(n) = π
2n2
∫ ∞
0
dλµs(λ)λ csch
2
(
πn
√
λ
)
. (5.10)
Turning into a massless Dirac fermion, the partition function is written as
logZf (n) =
∫ ∞
0
dλµf (λ)
[
log
(
1 + e−2πnλ
)
+ πnλ
]
, (5.11)
where the Plancherel measure of the spinor on Hd−1 is [38]
µf (λ) =
g(d)Vol(Hd−1)
2d−2π
d+1
2 Γ
(
d−1
2
) cosh(πλ)
∣∣∣∣Γ
(
d− 1
2
+ iλ
)∣∣∣∣
2
, (5.12)
and g(d) ≡ 2[d/2] is the dimension of Dirac spinors in d dimensions. The capacity takes a
similar form to the scalar field:
Cf (n) = π
2n2
∫ ∞
0
dλµf (λ)λ
2 sech2 (πnλ) . (5.13)
Both (5.10) and (5.13) are manifestly positive in their forms.
In two dimensions d = 2, these capacities reproduces the CFT2 result (5.2) with c = 1.
They are also consistent with the general formula (5.3) of C(1) for CFT where the free
fields have the following values of CT [31]
(CT )scalar =
dΓ(d/2)2
4πd(d− 1) , (CT )fermion =
g(d) dΓ(d/2)2
8πd
. (5.14)
For massive cases and for a region A other than a ball, it is hard to obtain capacities
analytically, but we can resort to lattice discretization to calculate them numerically. The
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partition functions Tr[ρnA] are expressed by correlation functions of discretized fields located
in the region A as follows [39–41]. For free scalars φi and its conjugates πi with correlation
functions Xij = 〈φiφj〉 and Pij = 〈πiπj〉, the partition function is given by
log Tr[ρnA] = −Tr
[
log
(
(Ds + 1/2)
n − (Ds − 1/2)n
)]
= −
∑
a
(
log(enǫa − 1)− n log(eǫa − 1)
)
,
(5.15)
where we set the eigenvalues of Ds =
√
XP (≥ 1/2) as coth(ǫa/2)/2. The indices i, j
run only the ones corresponding to the sites inside the region A. This yields a manifestly
non-negative capacity
Cs(n) = n
2Tr
[
(Ds + 1/2)
n(Ds − 1/2)n
((Ds + 1/2)n − (Ds − 1/2)n)2
(
log
Ds + 1/2
Ds − 1/2
)2]
=
n2
4
∑
a
ǫ2a csch
2(nǫa/2) .
(5.16)
The calculation for free fermions ψi is similar [24]. The partition function given by
log Tr[ρnA] = Tr
[
log
(
(1−Df )n +Dnf
)]
=
∑
a
(
log(enǫa + 1)− n log(eǫa + 1)
)
, (5.17)
yields a manifestly non-negative capacity
Cf (n) = n
2Tr
[
Dnf (1−Df )n
(Dnf + (1−Df )n)2
(
log
Df
1−Df
)2]
=
n2
4
∑
a
ǫ2a sech
2(nǫa/2) , (5.18)
where the eigenvalues of the matrix (Df )ij = 〈ψiψ†j〉 are 1/(1 − eǫa).
5.3 Gravity duals
The Re´nyi entropies of a spherical entangling surface are calculated through the holography
using the AdS topological black hole [18]. The metric for the bulk per replica Bˆn is known
to be
ds2d+1 =
dr2
fn(r)
+ fn(r)dτ
2 + r2(du2 + sinh2 u dΩ2d−2) , (5.19)
with a function
fn(r) = r
2 − 1− r
d
n − rd−2n
rd−2
. (5.20)
The Euclidean time direction τ has the period τ ∼ τ+2π so that this metric reduces to the
non-singular flat space dτ2 + du2 + sinh2 u dΩ2d−2 ∼
∑d
i=1 dx
2
i at the conformal boundary
r → ∞. This geometry has a conical singularity C(n)A at the horizon r = rn (fn(rn) = 0),
where the Euclidean time τ circle shrinks to a point. The horizon radius rn is determined
by n as
2π
n
=
f ′n(rh)
2
2π ⇔ n = 2
f ′n(rh)
=
2
drn − (d− 2)r−1n
(5.21)
⇔ rn = 1 +
√
1 + n2d(d − 2)
n d
, (5.22)
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such that the correct conical singularity τ ∼ τ + 2π/n is reproduced. rn is monotonically
decreasing with n and satisfies rn ≥ limn→∞ rn =
√
(d− 2)/d.
The cosmic brane is located on the horizon and the improved Re´nyi entropy is nothing
but the black hole entropy
S˜n = r
d−1
n
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
. (5.23)
Integration by n gives the free energy F (n)
F (n) =
∫ n
1
dn′
S˜n′
n′2
=
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
2− rdn − rd−2n
2
, (5.24)
where we used the relation (d + (d − 2)/r2n)∂nrn = −2/n2 followed from the expression
(5.21). This means that the Re´nyi entropy Sn = nF/(n− 1) is
Sn =
n
n− 1
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
2− rdn − rd−2n
2
, (5.25)
which is non-negative for any n and d as rn > 1 for n < 1 and rn < 1 for n > 1. We can
also check that the first inequality (1.5) holds or equivalently S[ρn|ρ] = −(n − 1)2∂nSn =
1+(d−1)(rdn−rd−2n )/2−rd−1n ≥ 0. The total energy (3.26) and the capacity of entanglement
(4.1) given by
E =
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
2 + (d− 1)(rdn − rd−2n )
2
, (5.26)
C =
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
(d− 1) rd−1n
d r2n − (d− 2)
d r2n + (d− 2)
, (5.27)
are also non-negative for any n and d as rn > 1 for n < 1 and rn ≥
√
(d− 2)/d for n > 1.
A more direct way to get C without knowing S˜n is to use the formula
C = − n
8GN
∫
C
(n)
A
dd−1y
√
g gij
∂Xµ
∂yi
∂Xν
∂yj
δGµν(X(y))
δn
, (5.28)
which is equivalent to the previous ones (4.3) and (4.19).11 When applying (5.28) to the
background (5.19), we take the embeddingXµ(y) of the surface as (Xr,Xτ ,Xi) = (1, 0, yi),
where yi are the coordinates of Hd−1. For Hd−1 is maximally symmetric, the integration
just gives its volume and the formula reads
C = −nVol(H
d−1)
8GN
rd−3n
δGuu
δn
∣∣∣∣
C
(n)
A
. (5.29)
Reassuringly it agrees with (5.27) as δGuu/δn = δr
2
n/δn = 2rn∂nrn.
11 Even when the graviton propagator Gµναβ(X,X
′) is known, the expression (4.19) is too difficult to
evaluate in general and it suffers from a subtle contribution from the asymptotic boundary. We will comment
on this difficulty in Appendix A.
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When n = 1, the holographic capacity of entanglement takes a particularly simple
form
C(1) =
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
. (5.30)
It takes exactly the same form as the field theory calculation (5.3) because the holographic
system has [42]
CT =
1
8πGN
d+ 1
d− 1
Γ(d+ 1)
πd/2Γ(d/2)
. (5.31)
One more example we are going to show is the system with two balls A1 and A2 of
radii R1 and R2 separated enough (see Fig. 1). The Re´nyi entropy of the two balls for an
arbitrary n is beyond our scope, but a perturbative calculation is feasible in the leading
linear order of δn ≡ n − 1. Indeed, an analog of the mutual information I(n)(A1, A2) ≡
Sn(A1)+Sn(A2)−Sn(A1 ∪A2) has been evaluated holographically by [14] for n close to 1.
We will benefit from the result to get the capacity of entanglement CA1∪A2 for the union
of the two balls A1 and A2 in this parameter region.
R1
R2
x2x1 x3 x4
A1 A2
r
Figure 1. The entangling region (shown in red) consists of two balls A1 and A2 of radii R1 and
R2, respectively. The four coordinates xi are defined on the line connecting the centers of the balls.
In a conformal field theory, the configuration of the balls is uniquely specified by the cross ratio
x ≡ (x1 − x2)(x3 − x4)/(x1 − x3)(x2 − x4) = 4R1R2/(r2 − (R1 − R2)2), where r is the distance
between the two centers.
The positions of the balls are parametrized by the cross ratio 0 ≤ x ≡ (x1−x2)(x3−x4)(x1−x3)(x2−x4) ≤
1 . xi are the coordinates of the points where the line connecting the two centers intersects
the balls, x1,2 for A1 and x3,4 for A2 (Fig. 1). There are two phases depending on the
topology of the minimal surfaces in the bulk, and there is a critical point x = xc below
which a disconnected surface is favored, otherwise a connected one is realized [17]. The
calculation of I(n)(A1, A2) performed by [14] is in the disconnected phase (x ≤ xc) with the
balls separated enough. To convert the result into the capacity C(1), we apply a derivative
−2∂n|n=1 on Sn(A1 ∪A2) = Sn(A1) + Sn(A2)− I(n)(A1, A2) to get
CA1∪A2(1) = CA1(1) + CA2(1) + 2∂nI
(n)(A1, A2)|n=1 (5.32)
=
Vol(Hd−1)R1 +Vol(Hd−1)R2
4GN
+
24−dπd+1CT
d(d2 − 1)Γ ((d− 1)/2)2
2− x
x
B
((
x
2− x
)2
;
d+ 1
2
;
2− d
2
)
,
(5.33)
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where Vol(Hd−1)R is the regularized volume of Hd−1 of radius R given by (5.6) and (5.7).
5.4 Large and small n limits
Before closing this section, we examine the large and small n behaviours of the capacity
C(n) for a spherical entangling region in the systems we have studied. In the thermo-
dynamic interpretation, we regard these as the low and high temperature limits for the
temperature T = 1/n.
In the low temperature limit n → ∞, the capacities of conformal theories go to zero
as
Cs(n) ∼ Vol(Hd−1)
Γ(d2 − 1)2
15 · 2d−1π d−32 Γ (d−12 )
1
n3
(d 6= 2) , (5.34)
Cf (n) ∼ Vol(Hd−1)
g(d))Γ(d−12 )
3 · 2dπ d−12
1
n
, (5.35)
CAdS(n) ∼ Vol(H
d−1)
4GN
(d− 1)(d − 2)d/2−1
dd/2
1
n
, (5.36)
for the massless scalar, massless fermion and CFT dual to the AdS spacetime, respectively.
They are proportional to a power of the temperature T = 1/n, indicating a gapless excita-
tion for the modular Hamiltonian. In d = 2, the scalar capacity also becomes proportional
to 1/n as Cs(n) = (c/3n) log(L/ǫ).
On the other hand, in the high temperature limit n → 0, they obey the Stefan-
Boltzmann’s law C(T ) ∝ T d−1 for thermal massless gases
Cs(n) ∼ Vol(Hd−1) (d− 1)Γ(d/2 + 1)ζ(d)
2d−2π
3
2
d−1
1
nd−1
, (5.37)
Cf (n) ∼ Vol(Hd−1) (d− 1)(2
d−1 − 1)Γ(d/2 + 1)ζ(d)g(d)
22d−3π
3
2
d−1
1
nd−1
, (5.38)
CAdS(n) ∼ Vol(H
d−1)
4GN
(d− 1)
(
2
nd
)d−1
. (5.39)
To derive these results, we used asymptotic behavior of µ(λ)
µs(λ) ∼ Vol(H
d−1)
2d−1π
d−1
2 Γ
(
d−1
2
)λ d−32 , µf (λ) ∼ g(d)Vol(Hd−1)
2d−2π
d−1
2 Γ
(
d−1
2
)λd−2, (5.40)
in the limit λ→∞ and mathematical relations∫ ∞
0
dx xdcsch2x =
Γ(d+ 1)ζ(d)
2d−1
, (5.41)∫ ∞
0
dx xdsech2x =
(2d−1 − 1)Γ(d + 1)ζ(d)
4d−1
, (5.42)
and Γ(d+ 1)/2d = Γ(d+12 )Γ(
d
2 + 1)/
√
π.
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6 Discussion
Our approach to the holographic Re´nyi entropy is advantageous for formal proofs and
provides a clear-cut relation of the roles played by the unitarity in QFT and the stability
of the gravity theory. Meanwhile, the holographic formula lacks a power of computability
in a practical problems as we saw in section 5. The main difficulty originates from the
procedure of finding the extremal surface of a cosmic brane in the backreacted geometry.
One would be able to calculate the Re´nyi entropy perturbatively either in n−1 or in shape,
otherwise it is generically unattainable in its nature. It is still algorithmically simple to
implement in numerical calculation that would be worth more investigation.
We do not know any rigorous proof or plausible argument for the bulk stability against
any perturbation that is essential in our holographic proof of the inequalities. To answer a
question whether the bulk is stable or not requires the knowledge of quantum gravity which
remains to be developed. It is one of the fundamental problems even in the perturbative
Euclidean quantum gravity and providing the complete solution is far beyond the scope of
this paper. We comment on possible attempts instead:
• The assumption we made for the bulk stability is a sufficient condition, but may not
be a necessary condition, to prove the Re´nyi entropic inequalities in the holographic
system. Namely the non-negativity of the heat capacity (4.9) could have followed
from the condition for the Hessian matrix to be non-negative definite only in the
subspace of the metric variation δGµν/δn induced by changing the replica parameter.
Unfortunately we were not able to demonstrate the non-negativity of the Hessian in
the subspace as the metric variation is only calculable in the neighbourhood of the
cosmic brane.
• The perturbative Euclidean gravity is known to suffer from the bulk instability due
to the Weyl mode.12 There are at least two directions known in literature to fix this
problem: one (ad-hoc) attempt is Gibbons-Hawking-Perry prescription which claims
to change the contour of integration for the Weyl mode, called conformal rotation,
in the path integral formulation of the perturbative Euclidean gravity [21, 22, 43].
(See also [44, 45] for further discussions.) For locally Euclidean AdS3 spaces, this
prescription gives the correct one-loop partition function of gravity expected from the
AdS3/CFT2 correspondence [46], and it might well work for more general holographic
theories at the one-loop level. The other is based on the canonical quantization
of gravity to show the Hamiltonian is bounded from below, and then continues to
Euclidean path integral with an appropriate choice of contour [47, 48]. The two
approaches appear to be complimentary to each other, but a precise relation between
them has not been completely explored.
As a future direction, it would also be intriguing to include quantum corrections to
the holographic Re´nyi entropy [49]. Recent discussions [50, 51] argues a relation between
12We thank M.Headrick for drawing our attention to this subtlety.
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the boundary modular Hamiltonian Hbdy and the bulk one Hbulk
Hbdy =
Aˆ
4GN
+Hbulk + SˆWald-like +O(GN ) . (6.1)
Here Aˆ is an operator in the bulk which is supposed to give the area of the Ryu-Takayanagi
surface S when sandwiched by a state dual to a given state in the boundary field theory.
SˆWald-like denotes local operators localized on S in the semi-classical limit. It may as well
be applied to the calculation of the capacity (2.18) for n = 1, leading to
C(1)bdy =
1
16G2N
(
〈Aˆ2〉 − 〈Aˆ〉2
)
+
1
2GN
(
〈Aˆ H˜bulk〉 − 〈Aˆ〉〈H˜bulk〉
)
+O(1) , (6.2)
where we introduced H˜bulk ≡ Hbulk + SˆWald-like to simplify the notation. Surprisingly, the
leading term is of order 1/G2N , which was not observed in the examples in section 5. Thus
we are lead to conclude that the area operator has to satisfy
α ≡ 〈Aˆ
2〉 − 〈Aˆ〉2
8GN
= O(G0N ) . (6.3)
We believe this is a defining property of the area operator that holds for any state in the
semi-classical limit. A similar statement has been made in, e.g., [52] in the context of the
linearity of the area operator recently. The order 1/GN term is likely to contribute to the
capacity, and it indeed does so for the cases considered in section 5. We do not know how
to estimate it in practice, but the non-negativity of the capacity yields a constraint
α+ 〈Aˆ H˜bulk〉 − 〈Aˆ〉〈H˜bulk〉 ≥ 0 +O(GN ) . (6.4)
Testing this inequality needs more detailed information on the area operator and the local
operators on the Ryu-Takayanagi surface S, which is far beyond the scope of the present
work.
Another interesting direction is to generalize the holographic formula of the Re´nyi
entropy to a time dependent background [53] and higher derivative gravities [54, 55]. It is
not so obvious how a cosmic brane modifies the original proposals, but it is likely that the
entropy is still given by variants of the area formula.
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A On holographic calculation of C(1) using graviton propagator
In this appendix, we use the expression (4.19) including the graviton propagator to calculate
C(1) for a spherical entangling surface. First, we reproduce the formula
C(n) =
π
4GNn
∫
dd−1y dd−1y′
√
g(y)
√
g(y′)J(y, y′) , (A.1)
where
J(y, y′) ≡ ∂X
µ
∂yi
∂Xν
∂yi
Gµναβ(X(y),X(y
′))
∂Xα
∂y′j
∂Xβ
∂y′j
. (A.2)
There is a difficulty related to the boundary term in this formula as commented in [28] and
pointing it out is the purpose of this appendix.
The graviton propagator Gµναβ is not known for the backreacted metric with general
n, while the metric is just AdSd+1 for n = 1 whose graviton propagator Gµνµ′ν′(X,X
′) can
be represented as [56]
Gµνµ′ν′(X,X
′) = (∂µ∂µ′D∂ν∂ν′D + (µ↔ ν))G(D) +Gµν(X)Gµ′ν′(X ′)H(D) + · · · .
(A.3)
The (· · · ) terms are gauge-dependent and do not matter when the bulk energy momentum
tensor Tµν vanishes at the boundary fast enough, but they would contribute in the current
setup because the energy-momentum tensor of the brane does not decay at the boundary.
The (· · · ) term is too complicated to be taken into account, and we proceed without having
them for a moment.
We are going to evaluate the G(D) and H(D) parts. ∂µ = ∂/∂X
µ and ∂µ′ = ∂/∂X
′µ′
are derivatives with respect to the bulk points X and X ′. The two functions G(D) and
H(D) are given by
G(D) = C˜d
(
2
D
)d
F (d,
d+ 1
2
; d+ 1;− 2
D
) , (A.4)
H(D) = −2(D + 1)
2
d− 1 G(D) +
4(d − 2)(D + 1)
(d− 1)2 C˜d
(
2
D
)d−1
F (d− 1, d+ 1
2
; d+ 1;− 2
D
) ,
(A.5)
with a constant
C˜d =
Γ(d+12 )
(4π)
d+1
2 d
=
1
2ddVol(Sd)
. (A.6)
The function D = D(X,X ′) is the invariant distance between the two points X and X ′,
D =
1
2
[−(X ′−1 −X−1)2 + (X ′0 −X0)2 + (X ′1 −X1)2 + · · ·+ (X ′d −Xd)2] , (A.7)
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in the Euclidean AdSd+1 space realized as an embedding −X2−1+X20 +X21 + · · ·+X2d = −1
in R1,d+1, with the metric ds2 = −dX2−1 + dX20 + dX21 + · · ·+ dX2d . An expression of D in
the hyperbolic coordinate
ds2d+1 =
dr2
r2 − 1 + (r
2 − 1)dτ2 + r2(du2 + sinh2 udΩ2d−2) , (A.8)
follows from the coordinate transformation
X−1 = r coshu , Xi = r sinhuΩi−1 (i = 2, . . . , d) ,
X0 =
√
r2 − 1 sin τ , X1 =
√
r2 − 1 cos τ .
(A.9)
The minimal surface is the horizon r = 1 of the topological black hole at τ = 0, on which
the invariant distance D becomes
D(u′,Ω′i;u,Ωi) = cosh u coshu
′ − sinhu sinhu′
d−1∑
i=1
ΩiΩ
′
i − 1 . (A.10)
The function J is calculated as13 14
J = 2
(
(D + 1)2 + d− 2
)
G(D) + (d− 1)2H(D) + · · · , (A.13)
which is just a function of the invariant distance D. The symmetry of the hyperbolic space
H
d−1 allows us to move the two points to (u′,Ω′) = (0, 0) and (u,Ω) = (u, 0), and factor
out the integrals over u′, Ω′ and Ω:
C(1) =
π
4GN
∫
du du′ dΩd−2 dΩ′d−2 sinh
d−2 u sinhd−2 u′ J(D) ,
=
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
πVol(Sd−2)
∫
du sinhd−2 uJ(D) ,
(A.14)
where D = D(u, 0; 0, 0) = cosh u − 1. The integration of G(D) and H(D) parts of J(D)
can be performed as
C(1) =
Vol(Hd−1)
4GN
(
d− 2
d
+ · · ·
)
. (A.15)
Compared with the previous result (5.30), we speculate that the gauge-dependent part
contributes 2/d. It would be desirable to include the gauge-dependent contribution in
order to confirm our conjecture, but we leave it to future investigations.
13 To calculate J = J(D), it is easier to work in Poincare´ coordinate ds2d+1 = (dz
2+
∑d−1
i=0 dx
2
i )/z
2 related
by
X−1 =
z
2
+
1 +
∑d−1
i=0 x
2
i
2z
, Xi =
xi
z
(i = 0, . . . , d− 1), Xd =
z
2
+
−1 +
∑d−1
i=0 x
2
i
2z
, (A.11)
because the minimal surface is mapped to just a plane x0 = x1 = 0.
14 The (· · · ) term would be represented as
(· · · ) = 2
(
d(D + 1)2 − 1
)
X(D) + 2D(D + 1)(D + 2)X ′(D)
+ 2(d+ 1)D(D + 1)(D + 2)Y (D) + 2D2(D + 2)2Y ′(D)
+ 2(d− 1)2(D + 1)Z(D) + 2(d− 1)D(D + 2)Z′(D) , (A.12)
with functions X, Y, Z given implicitly in [28].
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B Comments on the strong sub-additivity of Re´nyi entropies
We have given a holographic proof of the Re´nyi entropic inequalities, but they are not
related to the strong sub-additivity of entanglement entropy (1.2). In fact, the Re´nyi
entropy Sn is nether strong sub-additive nor sub-additive (1.3). The improved Re´nyi
entropy S˜n (2.10) does not satisfy them too.
To achieve the sub-additivity and strong sub-additivity of the Re´nyi entropy, it would
be helpful to review how these inequalities are related to information theoretic mea-
sures. In fact, these inequalities follow from properties of the relative entropy S[ρ|σ] ≡
Tr[ρ(log ρ − log σ)]. Relative entropy is non-negative S[ρ|σ] ≥ 0, and equivalently the
mutual information
I(A,B) = SA + SB − SAB = S[ρAB |ρA ⊗ ρB] ≥ 0 (B.1)
is also non-negative. These are also equivalent to the sub-additivity of entanglement en-
tropy. On the other hand, the strong sub-additivity of entanglement entropy is equivalent
to the non-negativity of the conditional mutual information
I(A,B|C) ≡ SA|C + SB|C − SAB|C ,
= SAC + SBC − SABC − SC ,
(B.2)
where SX|Y ≡ SXY − SY is called the conditional entropy. Relative entropy decreases
monotonically under partial trace, S[ρ|σ] ≥ S[TrBρ|TrBσ], meaning that the conditional
mutual information I(A,B|C) is non-negative
I(A,B|C) = S[ρABC |ρA ⊗ ρBC ]− S[ρAC |ρA ⊗ ρC ] ,
= S[ρABC |ρA ⊗ ρBC ]− S[TrB [ρABC ]|TrB[ρA ⊗ ρBC ]] ,
≥ 0 .
(B.3)
Now one way to generalize these inequalities to the Re´nyi entropy is introducing the
relative entropy or mutual information for the Re´nyi entropy. One promising proposal of
the relative Re´nyi entropy is [57, 58]
Sn[ρ|σ] ≡ 1
n− 1 log Tr[(σ
1−n
2n ρσ
1−n
2n )n] , (B.4)
which reduces to the relative entropy S[ρ|σ] in the limit n → 1. This generalization of
the relative entropy keeps the non-negativity Sn[ρ|σ] ≥ 0 and monotonicity Sn[ρ|σ] ≥
Sn[TrBρ|TrBσ] under partial trace [59]. So we assert that the Re´nyi generalization of the
sub-additivity would be
In(A,B) ≡ Sn[ρAB |ρA ⊗ ρB ] ≥ 0 , (B.5)
and the Re´nyi generalization of the strong sub-additivity would be
Sn[ρABC |ρA ⊗ ρBC ]− Sn[ρAC |ρA ⊗ ρC ] ≥ 0 . (B.6)
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For entanglement entropy with n = 1, these inequalities admit a holographic interpreta-
tion. For the Re´nyi entropy for any n, however, it is not possible to express the relative
Re´nyi entropy Sn[ρ|σ] or Re´nyi mutual information In as a linear combination of the Re´nyi
entropies. So it is not clear how to interpret these Re´nyi-generalized inequalities holograph-
ically, even though we have the holographic Re´nyi entropy formula. The expression of the
relative Re´nyi entropy (B.4) suggests that it can be calculated by the replica method [60]
and it may have an interpretation and proof of these Re´nyi-generalized inequalities in a
holographic system.
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